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All our combi blades are made with HARDOX® 450 wear plates
which can be confirmed by our partners and suppliers SSAB AB.
From 2019 all combi blades are delivered with an official
HARDOX® label to guarantee the highest quality.

High quality snowplough blades
for professional usage.

www.norskal.com

Combi blades
SRC
Steel + Rubber + Corundum
SRC series blades are made for professional
snow removing. They have the best price/duration
ratio. SRC blades use sandwich technology which
combines at least three materials for cleaning.
Between two HARDOX® wear plates a higly
wear-resistant material corundum (surrounded in
rubber) is used to slow down the wear of the steel plates.
SRC 25 (150)

(h = 150 mm)

SRC 25

(h = 190 mm)

SRC 36

(h = 190 mm)

SRC 36 (20°)

(h = 187 mm)

SRC 50

(h = 190 mm)

SRC ONEPLEX

(h = 200 mm)

SRC DUPLEX

(h = 200 mm)

WOLF
Steel + Rubber + Wolfram Carbide
WOLF series are made for extreme winter conditions
where long driving is possible on very hard road
materials. This is the model with longest duration
per set. WOLF is a combination of sandwich
technology and standard blades with carbide tips.
WOLF is using steel segments with wolfram-carbide
tips. Segments are used to provide smoother driving.
WOLF 50

(h = 190 mm)

* - All combi blades can be made up

to 2000 mm in length.
- All combi blades are made from
HARDOX® 450 (450 HB) wear plates.
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Rubber / Rubber PRO blades
RUBBER PRO
Rubber + Corundum
Rubber + Steel

Rubber PRO are the newest products form NORSKAL made for
wide range of snowploughs. This special models are used on
light weight ploughs and vario ploughs.
FRK 42
FRC 42 (0)
FRC 42 (13)
RC 50 (corundum)
RCX 50
RS 40
RS 50

(h = 170 mm)
(h = 195 mm)
(h = 195 mm)
(h = 195 mm)
(h = 200 mm)
(h = 150/200/250/300 mm)
(h = 150/200/250/300 mm)

RTX 30

(h = 150/200/250/300 mm)

RTX 40

(h = 150/200/250/300 mm)

RTX 50

(h = 150/200/250/300 mm)

RC 50 (rubber)

(h = 195 mm)

RUBBER
Rubber
RTX series also known as rubber blades are reinforced with
high strength textile net. They can be used for airports.
RC 50 (rubber) is a special rubber blade for snowploughs
with a fixed 13° or 15° angle. This blade can be also used
on airports.
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Other products
GLIDING SHOE
Rubber + Steel + Corundum

SRC gliding shoe is a products compatible with SRC
series of blades and can extend its life up to 30%.
This gliding shoe is universal for wide range of
snowploughs in Europe.

SRC - GLIDING SHOE
(Height = 165 mm)
(Hole (d) = 17 mm)
(Hole distance = 70 mm)

Our official distributor:

Gumix Elastor d.o.o.
Bana Josipa Jelačića 21
33411 Gradina
Croatia
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